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“Pronounced Clean, Comfortable, and Good Looking:” The Passage of Mormon Immigrants through the Port of Philadelphia

Fred E. Woods

“We were pronounced clean, comfortable, and good looking.” So wrote LDS voyage leader Matthias Cowley after arriving in Philadelphia with a company of foreign Saints in the mid-nineteenth century. At this time, Latter-day Saint European immigrants, obeying the call to come to Zion, were gathering to America by the thousands on the way to their Mormon Mecca in Salt Lake City. They were obeying the call to come to Zion.

In 1852, the First Presidency issued the following counsel: “When a people, or individuals, hear the Gospel, obey its first principles, are baptized for the remission of sins, and receive the Holy Ghost by the laying on of hands, it is time for them...”

Fred E. Woods is a professor at Brigham Young University in the Department of Church History and Doctrine and fills a Richard L. Evans Chair for Religious Understanding. He is also the executive director of the Mormon Historic Sites Foundation.
to gather, without delay, to Zion; unless their Presidency shall call on them to tarry and Preach the Gospel to those who have not heard it; and generally, the longer they wait the more difficult it will be for them to come home; for he who has an opportunity to gather, and does not improve it, will be afflicted by the devil.”

Most British and Scandinavian converts followed the admonition to gather, but depending on the year and varying circumstances, which usually revolved around economics and safety, the route to Zion changed. During the years 1855, 1857, and 1886, eight chartered vessels carrying nearly three thousand Latter-day Saints were directed to migrate through the port of Philadelphia. This article examines the circumstances surrounding the designation of the Philadelphia route and its termination, how the converts were perceived by the locals, how the converts gained employment, and what they described as they passed through the City of Brotherly Love.

A sesquicentennial glance back in time presents a view of transitional movements that produced the rippling effect Zion-bound foreign converts experienced once they reached the Eastern shores of America in 1855. In this year, when English churchman and writer Charles Kinsley published his historical novel, *Westward Ho!*, two transactions directly impacted European converts: The New York State Immigration Commission leased Manhattan’s Castle Garden, and the Chicago & Rock Island Railroad made the decision to push its line to Iowa City, Iowa. As a result, the bulk of subsequent nineteenth-century LDS voyages flowed through New York (via the Castle Garden Immigration Depot), and the foreign converts who lingered temporarily in Philadelphia were directed to pass through Iowa City during the latter half of the decade of the 1850s. But why were thousands of European Saints rerouted through Philadelphia after 1855?

**Rerouting Mormon Immigration for the 1855 Emigration Season**

Between 1841–54, the primary port of arrival was New Orleans. However, because of the dreadful effects of yellow fever and cholera, on 2 August 1854, Brigham Young issued the following letter to Elder Franklin D. Richards, British Mission president, who oversaw LDS emigration from Liverpool: “You are aware of the sickness liable to assail our unacclimated brethren on the Mississippi river, hence I wish you to ship no more to New Orleans, but ship to Philadelphia, Boston and New York, giving preference in the order named.”

The first large company of Saints to voyage to Philadelphia came on an LDS-chartered packet ship called the *Siddons*, which arrived in the
City of Brotherly Love in the spring of 1855. One convert aboard this vessel was Jane C. Robinson Hindley, who felt the magnetic pull to come to Zion and therefore left her British abode with, as she put it, “the fire of Israel’s God burning in my bosom.” A company of 430 foreign converts embarked from Liverpool; their voyage lasted fifty-two days. Liverpool had been the point of embarkation for European converts since LDS immigration to America commenced in 1840. LDS agents at Liverpool had also been in place for over a decade because of the hazards of pickpockets and other undesirables who were always ready to take advantage of unsuspecting travelers. During the time that Hindley and other Philadelphia-bound converts converged there, Nathaniel Hawthorne described the maritime city of Liverpool in appalling terms after his work there as an American consul for four years (1853–57). Historian Terry Coleman captured Hawthorne’s dismal view of the socioeconomic condition of Liverpool in the mid-nineteenth century:

Almost every day Hawthorne walked about the city, preferring the darker and dingier streets inhabited by the poorer classes. Women nursed their babies at dirty breasts. The men were haggard, drunken, care-worn, and hopeless, but patient as if that were the rule of their lives. He never walked through these streets without feeling he might catch some disease, but he took the walks all the same because there was a sense of bustle, and of being in the midst of life and of having got hold of something real, which he did not find in the better streets of Liverpool. Tithebarn Street was thronged with dreadful faces—women with young figures but with old and wrinkled countenances, young girls without any maiden neatness, barefooted, with dirty legs. Dirty, dirty children, and the grown people were the flower of these buds, physically and morally. At every ten steps there were spirit vaults. Placards advertised beds for the night. Often he saw little children taking care of little children. . . . At the provision shops, little bits of meat were ready for poor customers, little heaps and selvages and corners stripped off from joints and steaks.

Perhaps Hawthorne’s most revolting portrayal of the wretched conditions confronting the emigrants during this period resulted when he observed that “the people are as numerous as maggots in cheese; you behold them, disgusting, and all moving about, as when you raise a plank or log that has long lain on the ground, and find many vivacious bugs and insects beneath it.” Yet the sailors loved Liverpool, where they could come into dock and get their fill of lewd living and ample grog. Naive emigrants had to be continually on their guard to avoid corrupt runners and rogues who lay in wait to take advantage of them:

Before the emigrants even got on board ship they had to have dealings with ship brokers, otherwise known as emigration agents or recruiters; with runners, otherwise called crimps, touts, and man-catchers; with boarding-house keepers, who overcharged them and delayed them as long as they had money to pay for more lodg-
ing; and the keepers of spirit vaults and provision stores, who sold them bad food and
drink at high prices. Runners were almost always boarding-house keepers, and
boarding-house keepers often ran spirit vaults or food shops on the side. It was all
confused and disorderly, and almost always a racket. Each man took his cut, and the
first and biggest cut went to the broker. . . . As a policeman put it, there was a gen-
eral impression that the emigrants were defrauded from the day they started from
their houses. There was no remedy.\cite{13}

Once immigrants had landed in Philadelphia, they also met potential hazards in this cosmopolitan city boasting about half a million peo-
ple, the second largest metropolis in the United States.\cite{14} But Hindley
was safely guided through, traveling by rail to Pittsburgh and then down
the Ohio River on a steamboat to St. Louis. Here she paid $13 for cabin
passage aboard the steamer Polar Star, which took her on a five-day voy-
age up the Missouri River to Atchison, Kansas. From Atchison, she trav-
eled a few miles west to Mormon Grove, which served as the frontier out-
fitting post selected for the LDS emigrants in 1855, before completing
her journey to the Salt Lake Valley. Each step of the way she was secure
with her fellow travelers, under the direction of competent emigration companies and Church leaders. Hindley was one of the fortunate ones who had sufficient money to continue her journey on to Zion. However, a number of those who made the Atlantic crossing did not have the funds to complete their journey west and were thus forced to remain in Philadelphia to seek employment.

LDS periodicals published in Liverpool, the *Millennial Star*, and in New York, *The Mormon*, made public the arrangement between Church leaders Franklin D. Richards and John Taylor regarding the immigrating Saints. Elder Richards (president of the British Mission) was instructed to send Elder Taylor (president of the Eastern States Mission) information concerning each voyage sent to the East Coast, along with a list of passengers and their occupation:

> Whenever you ship a company, whether it be small or large, be careful to forward to Elder John Taylor, at New York City, a correct list of the names of the persons in each company, with their occupation, and appropriate amount of property or means, and forward it in season for Elder John Taylor to receive it before the company arrive in port, that he may be so advised as to be able to meet them, or appoint some proper person to do so, and counsel them immediately on landing as to the best course for each and all in every company to pursue—viz., whether to tarry for a season to work in the place or immediate neighborhood of their land, or proceed to Cincinnati and its region, &c.

At this time, Elder Taylor was also serving as the editor of *The Mormon*, which served members of the Church in the East. He had an office in New York between 1855 and 1857, where he supervised the affairs of the Eastern States Mission. His responsibilities for Eastern congregations and missionaries also included assisting LDS immigrants.

Elder Taylor used *The Mormon* a number of times to assist incoming converts. When *The Mormon* was first launched in the winter of 1855, Taylor made it known that in his editorial role, he intended to make the topic of emigration a central concern by advising the incoming migrants on seasonal routes and giving other necessary instructions. In another article published a few months later, *The Mormon* emphasized emigration
information as a primary purpose for establishing their East Coast LDS periodical:

We shall endeavor to be always prepared to impart the latest information relative to the best course to be pursued by Emigrants on their arrival in Boston, New York and Philadelphia. Our emigrations have heretofore, almost exclusively gone by the way of New Orleans, but will hereafter land in the Eastern cities, and one of the principal objects of establishing “The Mormon” is for their information, as well as other emigration arriving in this country.

We shall take special interest in seeking out the cheapest, best and most convenient mode of conveyance from this and other points, as well as to observe the course pursued by agents in the accommodation for travelers on the routes and make of “The Mormon” a directory, to which all Emigrants and Travelers may refer with some degree of safety.19

And we have traveled over the road several times and know from experience the wants of those seeking a home in the West. We have sought with diligence, at the several points for outfitting, the various and best kind of establishments, and as the spring opens shall fill all our business columns with advertisements, for the conveyance and direction of Emigration in making their purchases, &c.20

Throughout its existence (1855–57), there is evidence that The Mormon reported both the arrival of LDS chartered voyages as well as passenger lists.21 Four LDS sailing voyages were chartered to Philadelphia in 1855; each took anywhere from thirty to fifty days, depending on the winds:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vessel</th>
<th>Dep. Date</th>
<th>LDS Leader</th>
<th>Passengers</th>
<th>Arrival Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Issac Jeans</td>
<td>February 3</td>
<td>George C. Riser</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>March 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siddons</td>
<td>February 27</td>
<td>John S. Fullmer</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>April 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juventa</td>
<td>March 31</td>
<td>William Glover</td>
<td>573</td>
<td>May 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chimborazo</td>
<td>April 17</td>
<td>Edward Stevenson</td>
<td>432</td>
<td>May 21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Having crossed the Atlantic, these companies of Saints were soon met by a pilot who escorted them up the Delaware. For example, this account from the Chimborazo relates a tugboat ride up the river: “Today a pilot from Philadelphia came on board to the great joy of the Saints. . . . Land seen, and we make Cape May; and the breakwater and lighthouse. We pass beautifully up the river Delaware—land on both sides, which cheers the hearts of the Saints.” This record also observed that after having sailed five weeks across the Atlantic and about half way up the Delaware, with their vessel anchored, “the Saints [were] sewing today.”23

A letter written by voyage leader Edward Stevenson at the same time the Chimborazo had “cast anchor sixty miles from port, in the Delaware” clarified what the European converts were sewing as they were coming
up the river. “The Saints employed their extra time in making [sewing] tents and wagon covers for the plains.”24 The company account further remarks that “a small party, as we lay idly in the river, went ashore, under the direction of the president, and enjoyed themselves on terra firma for a short season and visited two farmhouses. They brought with them a few fowl & eggs & milk, which they were quite a treat to a few of the passengers.”25

A health inspection was the next order of business for these Latter-day Saint immigrants. The historian for the Chimborazo wrote three days later that “about 1/2 past nine the doctor came on board all were assembled and passed, as thank God, no sickness was amongst us.”26 William Glover, who presided over the Juventa voyage and who had arrived with a company of Saints two weeks earlier, recorded that “we all landed safe and in good health in Philadelphia, May 6th. The Dr. who inspected, said our decks smelled as sweet as his sitting room.”27

John Taylor and others also met the incoming Saints at the docks of Philadelphia, ensuring that newly converted Church members like Hindley were soon transferred by rail and trail to Zion. The local Philadelphia newspaper, the Public Ledger,
noted, “The 408 passengers landed from the ship Chimborazo are Mormons, and bound for Salt Lake City. The emigration to Utah, if continues as at present, will soon enable the Territory to demand its admission into the Union as a State.”28 Those who remained and were short of funds were assisted in finding proper lodging and employment during their temporary stay in the East.

One delightful account retrieved from Charles Goulding Shill at the disembarkment of the *Chimborazo* in the spring of 1855 describes the bold arrival of John Taylor: “We landed at Philadelphia. I was stationed on Deck to keep anyone from coming aboard when a man with a dignified look came up the ladder and was coming aboard when I stopped him. I asked him his name, and I was surprised when he said, ‘I am John Taylor, a Yankee Mormon and citizen of the world.’ I passed him.”29

Sylvester Henry Earl, who crossed the Atlantic aboard the *Juventa* that same month, recalled that “we arrived in the great city of Philadelphia. Here we met John Taylor who aided us in getting [us] safe in cars bound for Pittsburgh.”30 During the two days between landing and the train departure, Earl also noted, “I went to the Saints Room and spoke to the Saints. Here we met Elders Taylor, Clinton, and Fullmer, who with the Saints, all met us with a pleasant smile on the continent and welcomed us to their home, the land of the free. I was then appointed to take the care of 123 of the Saints while in the city. I took them to Mr. Fishers for food and lodgings.”31 William Glover, the LDS leader of the *Juventa* company, mentioned, “On our arrival at Philadelphia, we were kindly treated by Elders John Taylor and J. [John] S. Fullmer, and provided with food and lodgings.”32

After a night of sleep and a little food, most immigrants immediately continued their journey by rail and steamboat to the designated 1855 frontier outfitting post near Atchison. From the following accounts, it appears that the journey by rail was more hazardous than by steamboat for the emigrating Saints in 1855. For example, Mary Ann Ford Simmons, who had crossed the ocean with the *Chimborazo*, recalled, “We landed at Philadelphia, had a good supper and breakfast. . . . It was very bad and dangerous traveling, as the train was pulled by ropes some way, and we traveled in cattle cars . . . [and] in time went on a boat up the Mississippi River. . . . Landed . . . at St. Louis.”33 A fellow passenger on the *Chimborazo* described travel from the time of landing until the frontier outfitting post in Kansas: “We stayed in Philadelphia two days and two nights then took train to Pittsburgh then steamboat down the Ohio River and up the Mississippi and Missouri Rivers to Atchison. Started to Mormon Grove seven miles where we camped. This was the starting
point for the plains.”

*Juventa* passenger Charles Smith, who arrived two weeks before the *Chimborazo* came to port, remembered the railway fare from Philadelphia to Pittsburgh was $4.50 per passenger and $1.25 per one hundred pounds of luggage. He also noted that the ride took forty hours. William Glover added that the forty-hour rail ride could have also cost them their lives: “On May 8th [1855] we were furnished with a train of cars and started for Pittsburgh, and arrived there on the 10th. At Columbia through the carelessness of the brakeman, two trains came in collision, shattering to atoms several cars; but through the mercy of God the Saints all escaped from the danger.” Glover further recalled, “On the 10th we embarked on board the steamer ‘Equinox,’ and arrived in St. Louis in good health, on the 17th instant.”

After the close of the 1855 emigration season, *The Mormon* gave a positive report of the first season bringing European Saints through the northern (eastern) ports (Philadelphia and New York) “instead of the tedious and unhealthy voyage through the Gulf, and by over-crowded steamers along the sultry ‘bayous,’ and the sickly miasma concentrated in the ‘air currents’ of the great Mississippi.” The assessment was that the change of route had been “altogether satisfactory, not only in relation to life and health, but to the kindness and gentlemanly bearing of the officers of several ships to their passengers during the voyage, and on arrival the prompt and efficient municipal authority and laws in protecting the strangers from the heartless sharpers that invariably infest our sea-board town.” Credit was also extended to President Franklin D. Richards for his skill in fitting out the voyages launched from Liverpool and his excellent choice of LDS leaders who oversaw the welfare and protection of each company of seagoing Saints. *The Mormon* further noted:
We think it can be truly said, as many who visited the ships were heard to remark that never has New York or Philadelphia witnessed such good order, good feelings, and such a spirit of unison and kindness one to another, as was exhibited by the emigration of the Latter Day Saints. And perhaps for the first time the Songs of Zion cheerfully reverberated along the quays and through the streets of these two great ocean marts of our country, as hundreds of Saints raised their voices in unison and thanksgiving on the ships and steamers; and as the well-freighted cars threaded their way through the streets conveying them to their far-off mountain homes; and there were but comparatively few from all the ships with whom they were compelled to reach the parting hand, or shed a parting tear: all, or most of those left behind, found immediate employment, through the interest and activity of the few Saints that reside in this vicinity. And in this respect it may be well said of our emigration, that never have our Eastern cities received an equal number of emigrants without some destitute ones, left as paupers upon their hands, until this the “Mormon Emigration.” But there is a reason for this ours differs from every other emigration, in that they have a specific object in view in coming to this land; it is not in search of employment.  

The Mormon informed those few remaining immigrants who were compelled to find temporary employment before continuing their journey to the West that they would be aided by the members of the local Philadelphia Branch of the Church: “From the efficient management of Dr. [Jeter] Clinton and others most of them will get immediate employ. The Philadelphia brethren also exhibited a very laudable care in trying to make their strange [foreign] brethren comfortable.” Taylor had already prepared the Eastern Saints for the arrival of the European converts. The Mormon advised missionaries in various pockets of the East, “As there will shortly be many of our brethren here from Europe who will be in want of employment, in various trades and occupations, you are requested to send to this office, directions whereby we may know where to send those that are in need of employment, on their arrival to this.
This system of correspondence proved effective, as possibilities for work were made known. The Saints were also encouraged to “faithfully serve their employers and earn for themselves that reputation for honesty and industry . . . [and to] use it for your brethren. Every man who knows of employment send on to us the information, that we if possible serve those who are coming.”

Two members who came and worked in the Philadelphia region (West Chester) for several months were husband and wife William and Rachel Atkin, who had crossed the Atlantic on the Siddons. Their experience provides a nice glimpse into the temporary assimilation process aided by the Eastern Saints; the immigrants helped each other as well. Upon arrival, William recalled:

Apostle John Taylor met us at the dock as also quite a number of Latter-day Saints who took us to their homes and made us welcome. . . . While we were on the dock, a long line of us, a man came along inquiring for a young man and his wife that would like to hire out on a farm and . . . many of our brethren answered ‘yes’ . . . and I also answered yes. He asked me if I had a wife and I said I had, and introduced her to him. He then asked if I had any recommend from any parties I had worked for. I told him I had not. He then said my wife was a very good recommend and I believed him. He then asked us to go to a certain address as his sister was staying there and she wanted to hire a man and woman to go out thirty miles on a farm, and as we had no money to enable us to continue any farther westward we were thankful for this opportunity, and accordingly went to the place appointed and we made a bargain to go and work for $15.00 a month and they furnished bed and board.

William further noted that Elder Taylor held a meeting for all those who were going to stay temporarily in the Philadelphia area. Among other things, he “asked us each and all if we would be willing, if we were able to get work or were sick, to help each other . . . We all agreed that we would and he blessed us in the name of the Lord.” Osmyn Merrit Deuel, with the same group as the Atkins, also remembered, “Elder Taylor and Elder Clinton . . . made arrangement for those that were to stay in Philadelphia as far as they could to make them comfortable and obtain labor for them first rate. [The] Spirit prevailed among the Saints. They entered into covenant to assist each other until they all got employed.”

Less than a month later, the Atkins were put to the test when they received a letter from their fellow immigrant Saints in Philadelphia requesting help. Some of the foreign converts “were unable to get work and a few were sick asking us to assist them.” William explained, “We drew what money we had already earned and cheerfully sent it to them for the assistance of those in need. We continued to work till 2 months
was up and we became quite anxious to see some of our own faith.” William and Rachel then received permission to travel to Philadelphia. There, William noted, “We met with the Saints in a sacrament meeting and had a feast in very deed and gave most of our wages to assist those in need and returned to our labors being well paid for our trouble and means.”

History of LDS Church in Philadelphia (1839–1855)

Sixteen years before the first European converts reached the port of Philadelphia, a branch of the LDS Church had already been established by the Prophet Joseph Smith. L. Marsden Durham writes, “Activity in the Church in Philadelphia dates back to 1839 when suburban Germantown, originally a redcoat outpost, had laid aside its frontier kneepants for the more dignified long trousers of ‘civilization.’”

According to the official minutes for the Philadelphia Branch of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, “The branch of the Church of Jesus Christ in Philadelphia, was organized on the 23rd of December, 1839, . . . Joseph Smith Jr. being President of the meeting.” This was Joseph Smith’s thirty-fourth birthday. In a conference held 6 April 1841, Benjamin Winchester was selected as branch president, and Jacob Syfritt was ordained a bishop of the first ward in Philadelphia.

Two years later, Brigham Young sent a letter to members of the Philadelphia Branch wherein he stated that they were “hereby instruct-ed and counselled to remove from thence without delay, and locate themselves in the city of Nauvoo, where God has a work for them to accomplish.” Notwithstanding the fact that this letter would have resulted in more “plucking than planting,” the Philadelphia Branch was still the largest branch in Pennsylvania during the decade of the forties. In fact, by the fall of 1844, the branch membership had swelled to 334 members.

By March 1849, there were two hundred Saints in Philadelphia. The following month, a company of seventy Saints left Philadelphia for Kanesville under the direction of Elder William I. Appleby. In the early spring of 1850, Samuel Harrison was chosen as the president of the Philadelphia Branch and was still serving in this position in 1855. President Harrison and the local Saints strengthened and aided a number of European converts during their transitional experience in Philadelphia.

A historian representing a view from the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints (now the Community of Christ) pro-
vides a glimpse of how things might be viewed through his lenses for the year 1855: “The Brighamites held meetings at Ninth and Spring Garden Streets, and also Eighth and Spring Garden Streets. Doctor Jeter Clinton and John Taylor of Utah labored in the city several times during the year with little effect so far as gaining ground was concerned.”

Yet an LDS conference held in Philadelphia (7 October 1855) noted a surge in the work, although things had been floundering for a time: “Elder Harrison, too deserved credit for keeping the saints together in Philadelphia, in the dark and cloudy day; they although feeble found a nucleus to gather to, and he now saw the reward of his labors.” The conference further reported, “Mormonism might have taken a nap for awhile in the east, but it has awakened up and was now alive and kicking.” Elder Jeter Clinton was at this time serving as the president of the conference, which would have included each of the Church branches in Pennsylvania. The conference minutes mention that John Taylor was sustained as president of the Eastern States Mission, with Jeter Clinton, Nathaniel H. Felt, Alexander Robbins Jr., Samuel A. Woolley, George J. Taylor, and Angus Cannon also being sustained as his assistants.

Those Saints employed in Philadelphia at the time were probably not hindered from attending this conference session as well as other Sunday meetings partly thanks to the administrative influence of Philadelphia’s mayor, Robert T. Conrad. Under Mayor Conrad’s administration, “he insisted on the observance of the letter and spirit of all laws that had for their object the suspension of labor and entertainment on Sunday.” Although some opposed his stringent rules, especially saloon keepers, the Saints must have enthusiastically embraced his Christian ethics.
Emigration Plan for 1856

Instructions to Europeans for the 1856 emigration season came via the Millennial Star in the fall of 1855. In the Thirteenth General Epistle, the First Presidency not only specified the route but also initiated what appeared to be the most economical travel means—the handcart: “[Let] them pursue the northern route from Boston, New York or Philadelphia, and land at Iowa city or the then terminus of the railroad; there let them be provided with hand-carts, on which to draw their provision and clothing, then walk and draw them, thereby saving the immense expense every year for teams and outfit for crossing the plains.”

Although the same three eastern ports that had been launched previously in 1854 were designated, the order of preference apparently changed from Philadelphia, Boston, and New York to New York, Boston, or Philadelphia. This change is partly evidenced by the fact that during the 1856 emigration year, no voyages disembarked in Philadelphia. However, even though there were no new European converts to rekindle a fire in the local Philadelphian Saints, Angus M. Cannon made known that he had “baptized quite a number of persons,” and he then added that “a spirit of reformation was stirring up old members and they were renewing their covenants, with a determination to prove more faithful.” In an article in The Mormon titled “The Reformation,” Church leaders advised, “Now that the emigration for [from] Europe has begun to bring among us brethren from afar, we counsel all the presiding Elders of Branches and Conferences throughout the Eastern Mission, to inscribe no names in their books till the parties desiring relationship with us have renewed their covenants by baptism.” Those who made such covenants and joined with the Philadelphian Saints met in “one of the best Halls there.”

1857 Emigration Season and Activity of Philadelphian Saints

By the spring of 1857, John Taylor had left for Utah and was replaced by George J. Taylor. At this time, Elder Angus M. Cannon was sustained as president of the Philadelphia Conference, and Samuel Harrison remained as the president of the Philadelphia Branch, which then had several hundred members. The Mormon reported that during the summer of 1857, over three hundred attended a picnic hosted by the Philadelphia Saints. During this same period, Jeter Clinton informed Brigham Young of the local LDS women who desired to serve: “The Sisters here are anxious to go and distribute tracks as many
have bin ast [asked] to in the old country we feel determined to make all
the stir we can.”64

Some of this number were remnants from over a thousand European
Saints who had recently poured into Philadelphia. Such an influx
swelled the Latter-day Saint population in the City of Brotherly Love.
John Taylor explained the situation: “From England, France, Germany,
Denmark and other places; they form quite a body, there is now five or
six hundred. At Philadelphia and around, there have been some few
brought in, but most of the Saints there are those who have come in from
England and other places.”65 Two months later, President Samuel
Harrison reported a harmony and peace that prevailed in the
Philadelphia Branch. Further, “Mormonism fused and united different
elements and national predilections gave way and new and old members,
foreign and American were all one.”66

The places and times for the LDS meetings during this year were
noted in The Mormon: “The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
in Philadelphia assemble for worship in the Arch Street Assembly
Rooms, on the north-east corner of Ninth and Arch Streets, every
Sunday morning, at half-past ten o’clock, in the afternoon at three, and
in the evening at half-past seven. Preaching morning and evening. The
public are invited to attend.”67 Elder Walter W. Smith, historian for the
Reorganized Church, sheds further light on the meeting places of the
Saints and his perception of the interest in Mormonism in Philadelphia
in 1857: “The Brighamites held preaching at Eighth and Spring Garden
Streets, Ninth and Arch Streets, and Fourth, and below Callowhill
Street, and also in private houses towards the latter part of the year. Elder
Parley P. Pratt visited the city during the year but no interest could be
aroused.”68

Three LDS voyages arrived from Liverpool bringing European con-
verts to Philadelphia during this 1857 season:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vessel</th>
<th>Dept. Date</th>
<th>LDS Voyage Leader</th>
<th>Passengers</th>
<th>Arrival Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Westmoreland</td>
<td>April 25</td>
<td>Matthias Cowley</td>
<td>544</td>
<td>May 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuscarora</td>
<td>May 30</td>
<td>Richard Harper</td>
<td>547</td>
<td>July 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyoming</td>
<td>July 18</td>
<td>Charles Harman</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>September 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The arrival of these enthusiastic Zion-bound converts to the shores
of the promised land no doubt rekindled a flame in the local Saints. Yet,
according to one Scandinavian immigrant, Caroline Hansen Adams, the
Westmoreland Saints paid a heavy price in their difficult passage: “many
hardships were endured while on the water and a number of deaths
occurred during the voyage.” In his diary dated 29 May 1857, LDS voyage leader Matthias Cowley wrote that after the ship anchored, Dr. J. H. Davidge “went round sprinkling some liquid to purify the air between decks. He sprinkled some into the eyes of a few Saints which caused great soreness and eating holes in their aprons, ribbons, and dresses.” The following day, Cowley noted that the Saints made the trip up the Delaware: “We passed a great many fine vessels among them which were an American man of war, ‘Minnesota’ bound for the East Indies. We gave them three hearty cheers and they returned the compliment. Got a tug about half past 5 o’clock. . . . The scene up the River Delaware was most beautiful.”

In his voyage report to Liverpool, Cowley mentioned that one old Scandinavian immigrant had died while coming up the Delaware and noted that the immigrant had been interred in a Philadelphian cemetery. Ending on a positive note, Cowley concluded, “The balance of the company are well and hearty and better looking than when they started. We have got all the sisters to wearing sun bonnets and hats instead of handkerchiefs tied about their heads. We were pronounced clean, comfortable, and good looking. The medical doctor only took a glimpse of us en masse and said, ‘Alright there.’”

Cowley was interviewed by one newspaper that described the Mormon leader as “some 5 feet 5 1/2 inches in height; his head is surmounted with hair in color nearly . . . vermillion; his face is full. . . . He is a good natured looking fellow and is pleasant and affable in conversation.”

The Public Ledger also recounted that the Westmoreland was “ladden with an extraordinary freight of five hundred and fifty two Saints, all bound for Utah.” It further noted that “a large portion of this arrival is made up of females bearing the most healthy aspect. Not a small number are children of both sexes and the men are generally of a sturdy build, apparently able to do a day’s work anywhere.” Such a positive description proved no doubt helpful for some who may have been in need of employment. Likewise, Latter-day Saints aboard this vessel provided a good report as they first gazed their eyes upon America and the City of Brotherly Love.

As these Westmoreland passengers caught their first glimpse of the land of promise, one LDS immigrant, John Frantzen, recalled, “It was with some peculiar feelings I first cast my eyes on this great continent which land is a blessed land above all other lands. . . . The Lord has decreed and promised it to his people who will serve him and . . . if they do right it will finally be given to them as an everlasting possession. May
I be one among the number to obtain these blessings.”

Johann F. F. Dorius, a fellow passenger with Frantzen, described that when this company “saw for the first time the shores of America, . . . [it] caused our hearts to beat with joy. . . . We enjoyed to behold the great city Philadelphia after we sailed the whole day up through the river, and now to place our feet upon this beautiful country, which on both sides of the river appeared most beautiful.”

The next portion of the journey required use of the railroad; the route had also changed for the 1856–57 emigration seasons. Before their train departure, $5,572.04 was collected from the passengers aboard the Westmoreland to pay their rail fare from Philadelphia to Iowa City, where they obtained handcarts to continue their journey west. The Public Ledger reported that these Saints traveled on the Philadelphia, Wilmington and Baltimore Railroad. Caroline Hansen Adams wrote that just one day after arriving in Philadelphia, her company of Westmoreland Saints “boarded a train and traveled west to Iowa City, arriving there on June the 9th, 1857.” Johann F. F. Dorius added, “We traveled eight days and nights, a distance of about 1500 miles to Iowa City. We passed through many towns and places, and it was enjoyable to ride through this beautiful country, which exhibited fertility and blessings, conveying the idea to us that it was a land blessed of the Lord.”

One untrustworthy local newspaper reporter met the immigrants as they came into port on the Tuscarora, five weeks following the arrival of the Westmoreland. In an article titled “Arrival of the Tuscararo,” The Mormon warned: “The Philadelphia [Public] Ledger seems to have a special reporter who visits the new arrivals, and from one or two scratches by his pen he seems a personage of very loose morality. A person who rejoices in the absence of the constituted authorities over the company, as rendering greater facilities for strangers moving among the emigrants, is not to be trusted. We would advise our emigrants to count ‘their spoons,’ before he has gone far from them.”

Just two weeks later, The Mormon noted the arrival of the Saints aboard the Westmoreland and the Tuscarora and then added an excerpt from an article in the Public Ledger titled, “More of Brigham’s Dupes.” The “very pious editor” of the article wrote, “Would it not be an act of religion, as well as philanthropy, for some of the missionaries of the Gospel to convert these heathens (the Mormons) now they are so near at hand?” The Mormon retorted, “We say, it would; providing they can point out and prove to us, from the Book in which they profess to believe, viz. (the Bible) that we are in the wrong path and that we are acting contrary to the laws of God. . . . This they cannot do.”
In stark contrast to the reporter for the *Ledger*, who was quite unimpressed with the transmigrating Saints, another “Philadelphia paper” delivered a very positive report, quoted in *The Mormon* about this same time. In the article titled “Another Herd of Mormons,” the following was written:

Another cargo arrived at the foot of Walnut street, yesterday, per packet ship *Tuscarora*, consisting of five hundred and thirty-seven souls. This entire multitude were Mormons, only excepting one Irishman. They hail from Sweden, Denmark and Great Britain, the majority being natives of the latter country. Our reporter boarded the ship on her arrival, threaded his way through the disciples who thronged the decks, and sought out the President and Elder of the party. We found him in the appearance of Richard Harper, a fair type of the English mechanic—lusty, vigorous and healthful. . . . The appearance and condition of the passengers are better than we have ever before seen in an emigrant ship. The condition between these Mormons in point of cleanliness and apparent comfort with the passengers of the *Saranak*—a ship at the adjoining pier which was just then discharging a load of Irish—was strikingly in favor of the former.83

In the same issue of *The Mormon*, another article noted the gentlemanly behavior of Captain Dombrey, master of the *Tuscarora*, who had also praised the behavior of the Saints. The article stated, “He was likewise, well pleased with their conduct on board and says he would never wish to carry better people over the sea than they were. In fact they have been pronounced the most respectable company of passengers that have landed in this port, by numbers who visited them.”84

On 3 September 1857, the season’s last company of European converts arrived in Philadelphia aboard the *Wyoming*.85 With the imminent Utah War commencing nine days later, Brigham Young informed Jeter Clinton in Philadelphia, “I have written to Brother W. I. Appleby instructing him to withdraw all the Elders from the United States, and Canada Missions—to bring home all the powder and lead which he can and to preach the spirit of Gathering to every Saint in the U.S. and outside of Utah. I desire you to assist him in so laudable a work.”86

This was certainly the right time for the Saints to vacate the City of Brotherly Love. Just two weeks later, a similar economic depression as had struck America two decades earlier was once again felt in Philadelphia. “On the 25th of September [1857] the Bank of Pennsylvania failed, and other banks suspended specie payments. Failures of business men followed, and many working-people were thrown out of employment.”87 This economic condition may have been an additional factor in the decision to stop the flow of Mormon emigration through Philadelphia. It was also in this same year that *The Mormon* came to a close and that Elder John Taylor, its editor, returned home to
the Salt Lake Valley.

Yet other Eastern ports continued to be used throughout the remaining years of the nineteenth century until the gathering to Zion largely came to an ebb. Several voyages came through Boston during the years 1858–61, until the Civil War broke out, and another two in 1864. All other remaining voyages that came to America for nearly three decades disembarked at New York, with the exception of one sole voyage through Philadelphia in the fall of 1886.88

It was in New York that the fine immigration depot known as Castle Garden was located.89 After the completion of the transcontinental railroad on 10 May 1869, nearly all Latter-day Saint immigrants traveled from New York due west by rail to Salt Lake City, where most were assigned to a colony somewhere in Utah Territory. The travel arrangements for the first part of their journey were made by Mormon agents assigned to New York to oversee the needs of passing Mormon immigrants.90 The agents selected the most economical route, which was often at least partly by rail.

This system proved very effective. However, on 27 May 1886, James H. Hart, the Mormon agent then assigned to New York, wrote to Church President John Taylor about a serious problem. The Grand Trunk Line Immigration Clearing House Commission had issued a circular in which it assumed, among other things, “the right to control the transportation of all immigrants from New York to their destination in Salt Lake and all their points west of New York.”91 The commission not only insisted on monopolizing the immigration route of the Saints but also raised railroad rates from New York to Chicago and from Chicago to Salt Lake City. In addition to these challenges, Mr. Edmund Stephenson, a member of the New York Board of Commissioners of Emigration, led an irrational and unsuccessful attempt to block Mormon immigration into Castle Garden, feeling it his legal duty to regulate Latter-day Saint immigration. He categorized the Mormons as being among those who were “foreign paupers, idiots, convicts and persons likely to become a public charge,” but fortunately he was repeatedly overruled by his fellow commissioners.92

In the face of these issues, alternative ports of entry were considered. New York had been the only East Coast port used by Mormon immigrants for over two decades, but in this turbulent situation, the last Mormon company that voyaged on the British King was directed through the port of Philadelphia at the close of the 1886 immigration season.93 A paper published in the Philadelphia region titled “Mormons May Come” reported the following:

Our vice consul at Liverpool informs the department that formerly all Mormons
who sailed from England or the continent went to the port of New York; they now go to Philadelphia. A copy of a letter dated Aug. 12, 1886, from the treasury department to the president of the board of emigration at New York, saying that “with reference to the point argued that our immigration laws should be invoked for the purpose of excluding the Mormons from our shores it is sufficient to say that there is no warrant of law for any such course of procedure.”

The Public Ledger reported that when the British King arrived carrying her load of Saints, their LDS voyage leader, Elder Greenwood, explained “that the object in coming to Philadelphia instead of New York, where the converts heretofore have been landed, was to avoid the delay and persecution.” In another newspaper article under the headline “Landing Mormons,” a Philadelphia newspaper also reported the arrival of the British King, an event later carried by the Latter-day Saints’ Millennial Star:

This company is the fifth that has been sent over this year, but the first that has landed in Philadelphia. Heretofore New York has been made the landing place, but the recent action of the Commissioners of Emigration in that city in returning to England four of the last colony sent over, and the greater convenience of the port of Philadelphia for the shipment to the West of the Mormon converts, have induced those having in charge the sending of colonies to this country to select Philadelphia as a port of landing.

Led by J. (Joshua) G. Greenwood, a returning missionary from the British Isles, the British King arrived in Philadelphia in late October 1886. The article continues:

As soon as the British King was docked this morning, Oct. 27, she was boarded by John J. S. Rodgers, the agent of the Commissioners of Emigration, and Cadwalader Biddle, a member of the Executive Committee of the Board of Public Charities, and ex-officio member of the Emigration Board. These gentlemen were there for the necessary but important duty of inspecting the passengers and to see that none who might become public charges should be allowed to land. Their first duty was to pass those who were not connected with the Mormon colony. That was done without detaining a single individual, every one of them being beyond the danger of becoming public charges. The Mormon question, however, seemed to stick in the throats of the gentlemen, and there was a hitch even on the missionaries, one of them being held back for a while by Messrs. Rodgers and Biddle, but he was subsequently passed because he claimed American citizenship. The passages of the entire colony were paid as far as Baltimore, and their receipts were held by Agent [John H.] Hart, of the Mormon Emigration Board, and in the inspection all those who could show that their passage from Baltimore to their western destination had been provided for, and who could show further that when arrived there they would be able to earn their own living, were passed. All of them were able to satisfy Mr. Biddle and Mr. Rodgers on that point and were allowed to pass from the after steerage and go on land.
This report also pointed out that few of these faithful LDS immigrants had more than two or three dollars when they arrived. Most came with their families and a sizable number of children, including “a number of healthy-looking red-cheeked English girls, who seemed to enjoy the excitement of landing in a strange country, and who seemed to look forward to bright and happy homes in the great West.” Further, the article explained that the Saints were kept in steerage while they waited to be examined, but notwithstanding, they maintained a cheerful attitude, which included hymns sung by some of the children. Such a positive disposition, which also occurred throughout the voyage, had an impact on those who spent time with the singing Saints. In fact, the Philadelphia paper additionally reported, “The officers of the vessel all united in declaring that they were the most orderly set of people ever carried over by the British King and they seemed to be perfectly under the control of the missionaries who accompanied them. Every day they had religious services with singing and preaching.”

A chapter in LDS migration history ended on this positive note, when eight voyages consisting of nearly three thousand European Saints passed through the Philadelphia port and city. Thousands entered Philadelphia in the 1850s, and hundreds passed through nearly three decades later. Most stayed only long enough to pick up a train ticket or have a meal or two, but others stayed a bit longer to obtain employment.
and there absorbed their first indelible impressions of America in the City of Brotherly Love.
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